
 
Abstract 

Cepstral statistics normalization techniques have been shown to be 
very successful at improving the noise robustness of speech 
features. This paper proposes a hybrid-based scheme to achieve a 
more accurate estimate of the statistical information of features in 
these techniques. By properly integrating codebook and utterance 
knowledge, the resulting hybrid-based approach significantly 
outperforms conventional utterance-based, segment-based and 
codebook-based approaches in noisy environments. For the 
Aurora-2 clean-condition training task, the proposed hybrid 
codebook/segment-based histogram equalization (CS-HEQ) 
achieves an average recognition accuracy of 90.66%, which is 
better than utterance-based HEQ (87.62%), segment-based HEQ 
(85.92%) and codebook-based HEQ (85.29%). Furthermore, the 
high-performance CS-HEQ can be implemented with a short delay 
and can thus be applied in real-time online systems. 
Index Terms—speech recognition, noise-robust features, 
codebooks 
 

1. Introduction 
The performance of a speech recognition system is often degraded 
in the presence of noise. Various noise robust methods have been 
proposed, one category of which aims to normalize the statistics of 
speech features in order to reduce the mismatch caused by noise. 
These feature statistics normalization techniques include cepstral 
mean subtraction (CMS)[1], cepstral mean and variance 
normalization (CMVN)[2], cepstral gain normalization (CGN)[3], 
histogram equalization (HEQ)[4], higher-order cepstral moment 
normalization (HOCMN)[5] and cepstral shape normalization 
(CSN)[6], etc. For most of these methods, a key process is to 
estimate the statistical information of speech features. For 
example, the first-order moment, the first- and second-order 
moments, and the probability distribution of features are required 
for CMS, CMVN and HEQ, respectively. In most cases, the 
statistical information is directly evaluated from the entire frame 
set of an utterance. Although simple to implement, the resulting 
utterance-based methods likely have some inherent drawbacks [7]. 
For example, they cannot be online realized, and the number of 
frames in an utterance influences the accuracy of the obtained 
statistics. 
In [8], Vikkii and Laurila proposed that these statistics be 
evaluated within a sliding window (segment) of a fixed length. 
Compared with utterance-based methods, segment-based ones can 
be realized in a nearly online manner if the window length is as 
short as possible. Besides, the sliding window helps track the 
time-varying noise characteristics, and the resulting segment-
based methods can get more accurate feature statistics especially 
under the non-stationary noise environment. However, the latter 
advantage sometimes cannot be revealed if the window length is 
not long enough. Window lengths that are too short often result in 
poorer estimates of the statistics, harming the performance of 
these normalization methods. 

In our previous works [7, 9], we proposed that the statistics of 
features be evaluated based on two codebooks, named "pseudo 
stereo codebooks". Construction of the codebook for clean speech 
cepstra can occur off-line. The codebook for noise-corrupted 
speech cepstra for each testing utterance is constructed by 
integrating the clean-speech codebook and the noise estimates. 
The codebook-based methods often result in more accurate 
estimates of feature statistics, and they can be implemented in an 
almost online manner. In [7], we have shown that codebook-based 
CMVN outperforms utterance- and segment-based CMVN for 
additive noise environments. 
One problem with codebook-based methods is the less accurate 
noise-corrupted speech codebook, since the noise estimates often 
only depend on the several leading frames of an utterance. This 
problem will be worse if the noise is non-stationary. Although 
updating the noise estimates based on a voice activity detection 
(VAD) process can alleviate this problem, it will increase the 
implementation complexity. 
Based on the above observations, this paper proposes to integrate 
the information from both the codebook and the frames of the 
processed utterance, so that more accurate statistics or distribution 
functions can be obtained, which will further enhance feature 
statistics normalization techniques. This idea is implemented in 
four approaches, CMVN, HOCMN, CGN and HEQ. We will show 
that the resulting hybrid codebook/utterance-based and hybrid 
codebook/segment-based methods are superior to codebook-, 
utterance- and segment-based methods in the Aurora-2 clean-
condition training task [10]. Furthermore, since the hybrid 
codebook/segment-based methods are implemented with a short 
delay, they are suitable for real-time online systems. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
introduces our proposed hybrid-based cepstral normalization 
techniques. The experimental setup is described in Section 3, and 
the recognition results for various approaches are given and 
discussed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 contains brief 
concluding remarks. 
   

2.  The Hybrid-based Statistics Normalization methods 
Consider using the Mel-scaled filter-bank cepstral coefficients 
(MFCC) for speech recognition. Let ( )

[ ]mx n  be the mth cepstral 

coefficient of the nth frame of an utterance. As a result, we have 
M feature streams,  

( )
[ ]{ };1mx n n N≤ ≤ , 0 1m M≤ ≤ − ,                                          (1) 

where M  is the number of cepstral coefficients within a frame 
and N  is the number of frames of the utterance. Here, each 
feature stream ( )

[ ]{ }mx n  is processed with the statistics 
normalization method with the objective that the resulting new 
feature stream, denoted as ( )

[ ]{ }mx n , can be more noise-robust and 
thus the recognition accuracy can be enhanced. For the sake of 
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compact notation, we omit the superscript ( )" "m  in ( )
[ ]{ }mx n  and 

( )
[ ]{ }mx n  in the later discussions. 

According to the discussions in Section 1, we have three sources 
to evaluate the feature statistics: the whole-utterance frames, the 
sliding-segment frames, and the codebook. That is, for a specific 
item [ ]x n  in the feature sequence [ ]{ };1x N≤ ≤  of the 
utterance, the above three sources are: 

 the utterance: [ ]{ };1x N≤ ≤ ,                                              (2) 
where N is the number of frames of the utterance, 
 the segment: [ ]{ };x k n L k n L− ≤ ≤ + ,                                   (3) 
where 2 1L + is segment length, 
 the codebook: [ ]{ }, ;1ry r w r R≤ ≤ ,                                         (4) 
where [ ]y r and rw  are the thr  codeword and weight, and R is 
the codebook size. 

Here, we attempt to incorporate the codebook with either the 
whole-utterance frames, or the sliding-segment frames, to evaluate 
the statistics. The hope is that the resulting statistics normalization 
techniques can bring better recognition accuracy, or that they can 
be performed in a nearly online manner without performance drop. 
This approach is applied to CMVN, HOCMN, CGN and HEQ, as 
discussed in the following subsections. 
 

2.1 Hybrid-based cepstral mean and variance normalization 
In CMVN, the original features are normalized to have zero mean 
and unity variance. With CMVN, the relationship between the 
output [ ]x n  and the input [ ]x n is 
[ ] [ ]( )x n x n μ σ= − ,                                                                     (5) 

where μ and 2σ  are the mean and variance of [ ]x n .  
Here, in the proposed hybrid-based methods, we estimate the two 
parameters, μ and 2σ ,  in two modes. The first mode incorporates 
the codebook in eq. (4) and the frames of the whole utterance in 
eq. (2), and we obtain the results as follows, 
CU-CMVN: 

[ ] [ ]
1 1

1
(1 )

R N

r
r

w y r x
N

μ α α
= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑ ∑ ,                                        (6)  

[ ]( ) [ ]( )222

1 1

1
(1 )

R N

r
r

w y r x
N

σ α μ α μ
= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= − + − −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑ ∑                    (7) 

where α is a weighting factor between 0 and 1, which determines 
the usage ratio between the codebook and the frames of the whole 
utterance. Here, the CMVN method with the mean and variance 
defined in eqs. (6) and (7) is called a hybrid codebook/utterance-
based CMVN (CU-CMVN). Clearly, if α  is set to 1, the 
information from the utterance is ignored, and CU-CMVN equals 
codebook-based CMVN (C-CMVN). On the other hand, CU-
CMVN with 0α =  is identical to utterance-based CMVN (U-
CMVN). 
In the second mode, the codebook and the frames of the sliding 
segment in eq. (3) are jointly used to obtain μ and 2σ . That is, 
CS-CMVN: 

[ ] [ ]
1

1
(1 )

2 1

R n L

r
r k n L

w y r x k
L

μ α α
+

= = −

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠+∑ ∑ ,                             (8) 

[ ]( ) [ ]( )222

1

1
(1 )

2 1

R n L

r
r k n L

w y r x k
L

σ α μ α μ
+

= = −

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= − + − −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠+∑ ∑ ,      (9) 

where α is a weighting factor between 0 and 1, which determines 
the usage ratio between the codebook and the frames of the sliding 
segment. Here, the CMVN method with the mean and variance 

defined in eqs. (8) and (9) is called a hybrid codebook/segment-
based CMVN (CS-CMVN). Similar to the first mode, CS-CMVN 
with α = 0 is identical to segment-based CMVN (S-CMVN). 
 
2.2 Hybrid-based higher-order cepstral moment normalization 
In HOCMN, the original features are normalized to have zero 
mean and one or two higher-order central moments being constant. 
For simplicity, here we assume that besides the mean, only one 
central moment is normalized, and the corresponding order, 
denoted as J , is an even number. So with HOCMN, the 
relationship between the output [ ]x n  and the input [ ]x n is 
[ ] [ ]( ) ( )1 JJx n x n μ ξ= − ,                                                            (10) 

where μ and Jξ  are the mean and the thJ order central moment of 
[ ]x n .  

Similar to the previous sub-section, the two parameters, μ and Jξ , 
are estimated in the following two modes:  
CU-HOCMN (hybrid codebook/utterance-based HOCMN): 

[ ] [ ]
1 1

1
(1 )

R N

r
r

w y r x
N

μ α α
= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑ ∑ ,                                       (11)  

[ ]( ) [ ]( )
1 1

1
(1 )

R N
JJ

J r
r

w y r x
N

ξ α μ α μ
= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= − + − −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑ ∑                   (12) 

CS-HOCMN (hybrid codebook/segment-based HOCMN): 

[ ] [ ]
1

1
(1 )

2 1

R n L

r
r k n L

w y r x k
L

μ α α
+

= = −

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠+∑ ∑ ,                              (13) 

[ ]( ) [ ]( )
1

1
(1 )

2 1

R n L
JJ

J r
r k n L

w y r x k
L

ξ α μ α μ
+

= = −

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= − + − −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠+∑ ∑ ,        (14) 

In eqs (11)-(14), α is a weighting factor between 0 and 1, which 
determines the usage ratio between the codebook and the frames 
of the whole utterance or the sliding segment.  
 

2.3 Hybrid-based cepstral gain normalization 
In CGN, the original features are normalized to have zero mean 
and unity dynamic range. With CGN, the relationship between the 
output [ ]x n  and the input [ ]x n is 
[ ] [ ]( )x n x n dμ= − ,                                                                    (15) 

where μ and d  are the mean and the dynamic range of [ ]x n .  
The two parameters, μ and d  can be estimated in the following 
two hybrid-based modes:  
CU-CGN (hybrid codebook/utterance-based CGN): 

[ ] [ ]
1 1

1
(1 )

R N

r
r

w y r x
N

μ α α
= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑ ∑ ,                                       (16)  

[ ]{ } [ ]{ }{ }max ;1 ;1d y r r R x N= ≤ ≤ ∪ ≤ ≤  

[ ]{ } [ ]{ }{ }     min ;1 ;1y r r R x N− ≤ ≤ ∪ ≤ ≤ .                       (17) 
 
CS-CGN (hybrid codebook/segment-based CGN): 

[ ] [ ]
1

1
(1 )

2 1

R n L

r
r k n L

w y r x k
L

μ α α
+

= = −

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= + −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠+∑ ∑ ,                              (18) 

[ ]{ } [ ]{ }{ }max ;1 ;d y r r R x k n L k n L= ≤ ≤ ∪ − ≤ ≤ +  

[ ]{ } [ ]{ }{ }     min ;1 ;y r r R x k n L k n L− ≤ ≤ ∪ − ≤ ≤ +            (19) 
In eqs. (16) and (18), α is a weighting factor between 0 and 1. 
Note that in eqs. (17) and (19) for determining the dynamic range 
d , the weighting factor α  is not used. 

2.4 Hybrid-based histogram equalization 
The HEQ technique normalizes each feature stream so that the 
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resulting histogram is close to a reference function. With the input 
[ ]x n , the output  [ ]x n  of the HEQ process is: 
[ ] [ ]( )( )1 ,N Xx n F F x n−=                                                                  (20) 

where ( ).XF  is the distribution function of [ ]x n , and ( ).NF  is a 
pre-defined reference distribution function. Compared with 
CMVN, HEQ additionally compensates all higher-order moments 
of the feature, and this extra compensation often results in an 
apparent improvement.  
Analogous to the previous sub-sections, the distribution function 

( ).XF  is estimated with two hybrid modes as follows: 
CU-HEQ (hybrid codebook/utterance-based HEQ): 

( ) [ ]( ) [ ]( )
1 1

1
(1 )

R N

X r
r

F z w u z y r u z x
N

α α
= =

⎛ ⎞ ⎛ ⎞⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟= − + − −⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎜ ⎜⎟ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ⎝ ⎠∑ ∑ ,           (21) 

CS-HEQ (hybrid codebook/segment-based HEQ): 

( ) [ ]( )
1

R

X r
r

F z w u z y rα
=

⎛ ⎞⎟⎜ ⎟= −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠∑  

[ ]( )1
(1 )

2 1

n L

k n L

u z x k
L

α
+

= −

⎛ ⎞⎟⎜ ⎟+ − −⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠+ ∑ .                                (22) 

In eqs. (21) and (22), α is a weighting factor between 0 and 1, and 
( ).u  is the unit-step function, defined by 

( )
1      if 0,

0     if 0.

z
u z

z

⎧ ≥⎪⎪⎪= ⎨⎪ <⎪⎪⎩
                                                                 (23) 

 
3. Experimental Setup 

The proposed methods were tested with the Aurora-2 database 
[10]. For the experiments, three subsets are defined: Test Sets A 
and B are each affected by four types of noise, and Test Set C is 
affected by two types. Each noise instance is added to the clean 
speech at six SNR levels. For the clean training set, the 8440 
strings were first processed by an energy-based VAD process [11], 
and the speech portions were converted into streams into streams 
of 23-dimensional mel-spectral feature vectors. All of these 
feature vectors were used to construct a set of R codewords with 
corresponding weights via vector quantization (VQ) using the K-
means clustering algorithm. These codewords were also converted 
to 13-dimensional cepstral vectors (c0~c12) to obtain clean speech 
cepstral codebook. The number of the clean speech codewords 
was set to 16, 64 or 256, and the best recognition accuracy 
achieved will be reported in the next section. Besides, all 8440 
strings in the training set were converted to 13-dimensional 
MFCC feature streams. The obtained MFCC features plus their 
delta and delta-delta are the components of the final 39-
dimensional feature vectors. With these feature vectors, the 
HMMs for each digit and silence were trained following the 
Microsoft complex back-end training scripts [12]. Each digit 
HMM has 16 states and 20 mixtures per state. 
For the testing condition, the leading 10 frames of each utterance 
were assumed to be noise-only, and their corresponding mel-
spectral features are used to construct the noise-corrupted speech 
cepstral codebook for that utterance. Then based on the codebooks, 
various methods were performed to adjust the features for both 
training and testing. The weighting factor α in eqs. (6)-(9), (11)-
(14), (16), (18), (21) and (22) was preliminarily set to 0.5, and the 
segment length 2L+1 in eq. (3) was set to 101 (1.01 sec), which 
follows the results of Viikki et al. [8]. The parameter J for 
HOCMN is set to 100. The reference function ( ).NF  in eq. (20) 
for HEQ is a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and unity 
variance. 

 

4. Experimental Results and Discussions 
Tables 1-4 list the recognition results of various methods for Test 
Sets A, B and C. From these two tables. In these tables, the 
utterance-, codebook-, and segment-based methods have the prefix,   
"U-", "C-", and "S-", respectively, in their names. Figure 1 
further summarizes these results. From these tables and Figure 
1, we have the following observations: 
1. The utterance-based methods outperform the corresponding 
segment-based ones, which implies these segment-based methods 
achieve nearly online realization at the cost of degraded accuracy. 
Except for C-CMVN, the codebook-based methods always 
perform the worst when compared to the utterance- and segment-
based ones. This is possibly because that the noise estimates, 
which are simply the leading ten frames of the utterance, are not 
very accurate in constructing the codebooks. 
2. The proposed hybrid-based method outperforms each individual 
component method in almost all cases. For example, CU-HEQ 
(89.98%) is better than C-HEQ (85.29%) and U-HEQ (87.66%), 
and CS-HEQ (90.66%) is better than C-HEQ and S-HEQ 
(85.92%).  This result indicates that, even though the codebook 
alone is not accurate enough, integrating it with either the 
utterance or the segment indeed helps a lot in improving the 
recognition accuracy. The only exception is CU-HOCMN, and 
this is due to the worse performance in Set C, in which the 
channel effect is not considered in constructing the codebooks. 
3. In these high-performance hybrid-based methods, setting the 
weighting factor α to 0.5 indicates that the codebook and the 
frames of the whole utterance (or the sliding segment) are equally 
treated without bias. Although α = 0.5 is not necessarily an 
optimal assignment, at least it implies that there is little need for 
meticulous tuning of α in order to obtain a better performance for 
the hybrid-based methods. 
4. For the codebook-based methods, a greater number of 
codewords (i.e., 256) bring about better performance, but this is 
not the case for the hybrid-based methods. One possible 
explanation is the inconsistency between the codebooks and the 
frames of the utterance (or the segment). The codebooks present 
only the characteristics of the speech portions in the utterance, 
while the frames of the utterance (or the segment) may contain 
both speech and non-speech portions. Increasing the codebook 
size somewhat portrays the speech characteristics more precisely, 
and thus highlights the above inconsistency. However, it becomes 
an advantage since we can obtain better results with fewer 
codewords in the hybrid-based methods, which reduces the 
computation complexity. 
5. The hybrid codebook/segment-based methods perform 
particularly well. Hence, unlike the segment-based methods, here 
the objectives of high recognition accuracy and nearly online 
implementation can be achieved simultaneously. Besides, by 
integrating the codebook information, the capability of tracking 
noise characteristics for getting more accurate statistics in 
segment-based methods can be revealed regardless of the shorter 
segment length, which makes them outperform the utterance-
based methods. 
6. When we use a single source (utterance or segment) for 
estimating the statistics, the recognition accuracy varies more 
significantly for different normalization methods. For example, U-
CMVN performs worse than U-HOCMN and U-HEQ by 2.51% 
and 2.24% in recognition accuracy. However, under the proposed 
hybrid-based structure, the performance difference among 
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different normalization methods become less significant (for 
example, the maximum variation in recognition accuracy for CS-
based methods is 1.49%), which implies the simpler normalization 
methods like CMVN can perform almost as well as the more 
complicated methods as HOCMN and HEQ. 
 
 

Method Set A Set B Set C Avg. RR 
baseline 72.46  68.31 78.82  72.07  － 

U-CMVN 85.07  85.57 85.63  85.38  47.65
C-CMVN 87.10  87.32 84.27  86.62  52.09

CU-CMVN 87.73  88.67 86.23  87.81  56.36
S-CMVN 83.99  84.85 84.72  84.48  44.43

CS-CMVN 89.25  90.09 87.16  89.17  61.22
Table 1. Recognition accuracy rates (%) achieved by various versions of 
CMVN, averaged across the SNRs between 0 and 20dB. RR (%) is the 
relative error rate reduction over the baseline. The number of clean speech 
codewords for the codebook- and hybrid- based method is 256 and 16, 
respectively. 
 
 

Method Set A Set B Set C Avg. RR 
Baseline 72.46  68.31 78.82  72.07  － 

U-HOCMN 87.43  88.54 87.52  87.89  56.64 
C-HOCMN 86.30  86.34 83.53  85.76  49.02 

CU-HOCMN 87.55  88.85 85.57  87.67*  55.85 
S-HOCMN 85.60  86.63 86.16  86.12  50.30 

CS-HOCMN 89.17  90.26 87.96  89.36  61.90 
Table 2. Recognition accuracy rates (%) achieved by various versions of 
HOCMN, averaged across the SNRs between 0 and 20dB. RR (%) is the 
relative error rate reduction over the baseline. The number of clean speech 
codewords for the codebook- and hybrid- based method is 256 and 16, 
respectively. 
 
 

Method Set A Set B Set C Avg. RR 
baseline 72.46  68.31 78.82  72.07  － 

U-CGN 87.62  88.49 87.32  87.91  56.71 
C-CGN 86.54  87.23 80.56  85.62  48.51 

CU-CGN 88.11  89.14 86.07  88.11  57.43 
S-CGN 86.36  87.31 86.99  86.87  52.99 

CS-CGN 89.07  90.18 87.44  89.19  61.30 
Table 3. Recognition accuracy rates (%) achieved by various versions of 
CGN, averaged across the SNRs between 0 and 20dB. RR (%) is the 
relative error rate reduction over the baseline. The number of clean speech 
codewords for the codebook- and hybrid- based method is 256 and 16, 
respectively. 
 
 

Method Set A Set B Set C Avg. RR 
baseline 72.46  68.31 78.82  72.07  － 

U-HEQ 86.95  88.39 87.40  87.62  55.67 
C-HEQ 85.82  85.55 83.71  85.29  47.33 

CU-HEQ 89.74  90.53 89.37  89.98  64.12 
S-HEQ 85.11  86.87 85.64  85.92  49.59 

CS-HEQ 90.49  91.47 89.39  90.66  66.56 
Table 4. Recognition accuracy rates (%) achieved by various versions of 
HEQ, averaged across the SNRs between 0 and 20dB. RR (%) is the 
relative error rate reduction over the baseline. The number of clean speech 
codewords for the codebook- and hybrid- based method is 256 and 16, 
respectively. 
 

5. Concluding Remarks and Future Works 
This paper proposes hybrid-based CMVN, HOCMN, CGN and 
HEQ, in which the statistical information is obtained by 

incorporating the codebooks and the processed frames of the 
whole utterance or the sliding segment. These proposed 
methods perform better than the conventional utterance- and 
segment-based methods, and some of them can be realized in a 
nearly online manner. In the future, we will employ the new 
statistics evaluation scheme to other normalization methods 
like CSN to see if better performance can be achieved in these 
cases as well. 
 

 
Figure 1. Recognition accuracy rates (%) achieved by various approaches, 
averaged over all ten noise types in Sets A, B and C, and across the SNRs 
between 0 and 20dB. 
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